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Refugees: An economic gain, not a drain   

Businesses in Northern Australia can significantly benefit from workplace skills brought to 
the Territory by refugees.   

New research presented by a leading Australian demographer, Professor Graeme Hugo, 
has uncovered some thought provoking facts: 

* Migrants are statistically more entrepreneurial and operate their own businesses 
* More young refugees are attending educational institutions than other arrivals 
* Over 90% of skilled migrant workers are employed 

The full details of this ground-breaking study will be revealed at the Northern Institute’s 
Asylum seeker symposium next Friday at Charles Darwin University. 

The event will draw together experts from around the country to present findings which 
show how NT businesses can benefit from migrants, and progress the Northern Australian 
Development plan.  

Other topics will include what refugees currently bring to our economy, and ways 
Northern Australia can become more productive through the engagement of refugees. 

The symposium will be chaired by Charles Darwin University Law lecturer and human 
rights lawyer, Jeswynn Yogaratnam. 

Jeswynn states there is untapped potential for businesses to benefit from the expertise of 
this human resource, at a time the Territory is trying to attract more workers.  

He believes access to training programs in detention and after release, could open up 
more career possibilities. 

“We need to identify what skills the refugee community has, and help them become 
qualified for jobs that match their skill base.”   

Northern Institute is proud to present the following expert speakers: 

* Professor Graeme Hugo AO, Director of the Australian Population and Migration 
Research Centre at the University of Adelaide, and ARC 
Australian Professorial Fellow. 

* Rebecca Eckard, Research Coordinator with the Refugee Council of Australia, 
Melbourne. 

* Caz Coleman, Acting Director of Melaleuca Refugee Centre, Darwin. 

* Mahongo Fumbelo, WISE Employment, Darwin. 

Resourceful Refugees: Unlocking the potential to contribute to Northern Australia 
Development will be held at CDU on Friday, June 13 from 1pm to 4.30pm. Registration at 
12.45pm.  Venue: Northern Institute, CDU, Yellow Building 1, Level 2, Room 48.    

The event is free and open to the public – ALL ARE WELCOME!  

Register at: cdu.edu.au/the-northern-institute/Resourceful_Refugees2014    

  

http://www.adelaide.edu.au/apmrc/
http://www.adelaide.edu.au/apmrc/
http://www.refugeecouncil.org.au/a/b&s.php
http://www.melaleuca.org.au/
http://www.wiseemployment.com.au/en/home

